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Definitions – slide 1 of 2

col·o·ni·za·tion
kälənəˈzāSH(ə)n/

noun
noun: colonization; plural noun: colonizations;
noun: colonisation; plural noun: colonisations
1.the action or process of settling among and establishing
control over the indigenous people of an area.
"Africa boasts a tradition of higher education institutions that
predate Western colonization"
• the action of appropriating a place or domain
for one's own use.
"the complete colonization of television entertainment by reality shows"

Definitions – slide 2 of 2
Decolonization is the meaningful and active
resistance to the forces of colonialism that
perpetuate the subjugation and/or
exploitation of our minds, bodies, and lands.
Its ultimate purpose is to overturn the
colonial structure and realize Indigenous
liberation. First and foremost, decolonization
must occur in our own minds.

Spiritual Evolution - slide 1 of 2
Bahá'u'lláh was the Inaugurator of a five-hundred-thousand-year
cycle. He was the culmination of a six-thousand-year cycle of
prophecy beginning with Adam. Withal, His Revelation was but part of
an infinite chain of Divine Guidance. The Guardian summed up this
concept in his masterly statement submitted to the United Nations
Special Palestine Committee:
"The fundamental principle enunciated by Bahá'u'lláh...is that
religious truth is not absolute but relative,
the Divine Revelation is a continuous and progressive process,
that all the great religions of the world are divine in origin,
that their basic principles are in complete harmony,
that their aims and purposes are one and the same,
that their teachings are but facets of one truth,
that their functions are complementary,
that they differ only in the non-essential aspects of their doctrines,
and that their missions represent successive stages in the
spiritual evolution of human society.”
Ruhiyyih Khanum, The Guardian of the Bahá’í Faith, p. 175

Spiritual Evolution - slide 2 of 2
“The aim of Bahá'u'lláh...is not to destroy but to
fulfil the Revelations of the past...His
purpose...is to restate the basic truths which
these teachings enshrine in a manner that would
conform to the needs...of the age in which we
live...Nor does Bahá'u'lláh claim finality for His
own Revelation, but rather stipulates that a fuller
measure of truth...must needs be disclosed at
future stages in the constant and limitless
evolution of mankind."
-- Shoghi Effendi
Quoted by Ruhiyyih Khanum in The Guardian of the Bahá’í Faith, p. 175

‘Abdu’l-Baha on European Civilization -
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All the peoples of Europe, notwithstanding their vaunted
civilization, sink and drown in this terrifying sea of passion and
desire, and this is why all the phenomena of their culture
come to nothing. Let no one wonder at this statement or
deplore it. The primary purpose, the basic objective, in laying
down powerful laws and setting up great principles and
institutions dealing with every aspect of civilization, is human
happiness; and human happiness consists only in drawing
closer to the Threshold of Almighty God, and in securing the
peace and well-being of every individual member, high and
low alike, of the human race; and the supreme agencies for
accomplishing these two objectives are the excellent qualities
with which humanity has been endowed.
(‘Abdu'l-Baha, The Secret of Divine Civilization, p. 60)

‘Abdu’l-Baha on European Civilization -
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Be just: can this nominal civilization,
unsupported by a genuine civilization of
character, bring about the peace and
well-being of the people or win the good
pleasure of God? Does it not, rather,
connote the destruction of man's estate
and pull down the pillars of happiness
and peace?
(‘Abdu'l-Baha, The Secret of Divine Civilization, p. 62)

Shoghi Effendi on Society/Morals -
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In 1941 Shoghi Effendi castigated the prevalent trends of
society in no uncertain terms: "the spread of lawlessness, of
drunkenness, of gambling, and of crime; the inordinate love of
pleasure, of riches, and other earthly vanities; the laxity in
morals, revealing itself in the irresponsible attitude towards
marriage, in the weakening of parental control, in the rising tide
of divorce, in the deterioration in the standard of literature and
of the press, and in the advocacy of theories that are the very
negation of purity, of morality and chastity -- these evidences of
moral decadence, invading both the East and the West,
permeating every stratum of society, and instilling their poison in
its members of both sexes, young and old alike, blacken still
further the scroll upon which are inscribed the manifold
transgressions of an unrepentant humanity.”
(Ruhiyyih Khanum, The Priceless Pearl, p. 354)

Shoghi Effendi on Society/Morals -
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In 1948 he again stigmatizes modern
society as being: "politically convulsed,
economically disrupted, socially subverted,
morally decadent and spiritually moribund".
By such oft-repeated words as these the
Guardian sought to protect the Bahá'í
communities and alert them to the dangers
by which they were surrounded.
(Ruhiyyih Khanum, The Priceless Pearl, p. 354)

Shoghi Effendi on Society/Morals -
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However it was towards the end of his life that
Shoghi Effendi dwelt more openly and frequently
on this subject, pointing out that although Europe
was the cradle of a "godless", a "highly-vaunted
yet lamentably defective civilization", the foremost
protagonist of that civilization was now the United
States and that in that country, at the present time,
its manifestations had led to a degree of unbridled
materialism which now presented a danger to the
entire world.
(Ruhiyyih Khanum, The Priceless Pearl, p. 354)

Shoghi Effendi on Society/Morals -
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In 1954, in a letter to the Bahá'ís of the United
States, couched in terms he had never used
before, he recapitulated the extraordinary
privileges this Community had enjoyed, the
extraordinary victories it had won, but said it
stood at a most critical juncture in its history, not
only its own history but its nation's history, a
nation he had described as "the shell that
enshrines so precious a member of the world
community of the followers" of Bahá'u'lláh.
(Ruhiyyih Khanum, The Priceless Pearl, p. 355)

Shoghi Effendi on Society/Morals -
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In this letter he pointed out that the
country of which the American Bahá'ís
formed a part "is passing through a crisis
which, in its spiritual, moral, social and
political aspects, is of extreme
seriousness -- a seriousness which to a
superficial observer is liable to be
dangerously underestimated.”
(Ruhiyyih Khanum, The Priceless Pearl, p. 354)

Shoghi Effendi on Society/Morals -
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"The steady and alarming deterioration in
the standard of morality as exemplified by
the appalling increase of crime, by political
corruption in ever-widening and ever-higher
circles, by the loosening of the sacred ties
of marriage, by the inordinate craving for
pleasure and diversion, and by the marked
and progressive slackening of parental
control, is no doubt the most arresting and
distressing aspect of the decline that has
set in, and can be clearly perceived, in the
fortunes of the entire nation.”
(Ruhiyyih Khanum, The Priceless Pearl, p. 355)

Shoghi Effendi on Society/Morals -
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"Parallel with this, and pervading all departments
of life - an evil which the nation, and indeed all
those within the capitalist system, though to a
lesser degree, share with that state and its
satellites regarded as the sworn enemies of that
system - is the crass materialism, which lays
excessive and ever-increasing emphasis on
material well-being, forgetful of those things of the
spirit on which alone a sure and stable foundation
can be laid for human society.”
(Ruhiyyih Khanum, The Priceless Pearl, p. 355)

Shoghi Effendi on Society/Morals -
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“It is this same cancerous materialism, born originally in
Europe, carried to excess in the North American
continent, contaminating the Asiatic peoples and nations,
spreading its ominous tentacles to the borders of Africa,
and now invading its very heart, which Bahá'u'lláh in
unequivocal and emphatic language denounced in His
Writings, comparing it to a devouring flame and
regarding it as the chief factor in precipitating the dire
ordeals and world-shaking crises that must necessarily
involve the burning of cities and the spread of terror and
consternation in the hearts of men."
(Ruhiyyih Khanum, The Priceless Pearl, p. 356)

Shoghi Effendi on Society/Morals -
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Shoghi Effendi reminded us that 'Abdu'l-Bahá, during His visit to
both Europe and America, had, from platform and pulpit, raised
His voice "with pathetic persistence" against this "all-pervasive,
pernicious materialism" and pointed out that as "this ominous
laxity in morals, this progressive stress laid on man's material
pursuits and well-being" continued, the political horizon was also
darkening "as witnessed by the widening of the gulf separating
the protagonists of two antagonistic schools of thought which,
however divergent in their ideologies, are to be commonly
condemned by the upholders of the standard of the Faith of
Bahá'u'lláh for their materialistic philosophies and their neglect
of those spiritual values and eternal verities on which alone a
stable and flourishing civilization can be ultimately established."
(Ruhiyyih Khanum, The Priceless Pearl, p. 356)

This book is
called Life’s
Journey – Zuya,
by Albert White
Hat Sr.

Life’s Journey –
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White Hat Sr.

Some Internet Resources
NABI (Native American Bahá'í Institute)
www.facebook.com/pg/Native.American.Bahai.Institute/

Books for children (in English)
http://medicinewheel.education/product-category/books/
Life’s Journey – Zuya: Oral Teachings from Rosebud

by Albert White Hat Sr. cdmbuntu.lib.utah.edu/
cdm/ref/collection/upcat/id/1900
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